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Management Summary
When they first introduced CDP (Continuous Data Protection), many vendors proclaimed it
as the next evolutionary step in data protection. In fact, CDP technology does take data
protection to that next level. Traditional data protection schemes back up data at specific
intervals. CDP backs up data continuously, giving IT administrators many granular
recovery points. Because data can be restored from many different points in time,
administrators are able to think differently about protecting and restoring data.
Years ago, IT organizations had limited data protection choices, such as tape and disk copies.
Traditional data protection techniques forced IT administrators to determine - ahead of time when backups were to be scheduled. Online applications were brought down at night, and the
volumes were backed up to tape. If data needed to be restored, IT administrators had to restore
from the previous night’s backup tape, restoring from the last point in time copy. This can
lengthen the recovery process.
A commonly used metric, Recovery Point Objective (RPO), measures the age of the data
used for the restore operation. In the case of nightly backups, RPO can be many hours; in fact, it
can be as much as 24 hours. More recent innovations, such as disk copies and snapshots, allow
IT administrators to back up critical data several times a day. If disk copies are created every
four hours, RPO is reduced to four hours or less.
A second metric, Recovery Time Objective (RTO), describes how long the recovery process
takes. If a database is restored via a copy taken four hours earlier, then the last four hours of
transactions have to be reapplied to the database, extending recovery time.
Today, many IT organizations support business applications that must be available all
of the time. The demands of these business applications can be best protected by CDP
solutions. Since CDP continuously protects data, it eliminates the need to schedule point-intime copies and, accordingly, reduces RPO
and RTO. CDP solutions, however, should
not be viewed as a replacement for more
traditional data protection techniques.
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How CDP Works
Today, several vendors offer CDP solutions in two basic flavors – block-based CDP
and file-based CDP. Block-based CDP operates at the logical volume level and records
every write. File-based CDP operates at the
file system level and records any changes to
the file system. The point of CDP is to present
a recoverable image of the data at the selected
point. To ensure that this can be done, both
approaches maintain the write ordering (a.k.a.
write order fidelity) established by the application from which the data is being collected.
While each vendor’s solution may differ from
the others, most operate in a similar way.
Using block-based CDP, for example, vendors may supply agents that are installed on the
servers or have appliances that are installed in
the data path. The agents or appliances examine every write or update that is destined for
a CDP-protected volume. They send a copy of
that write to another disk storage system,
usually containing less-expensive SATA disks.
A CDP recovery engine manages this second
disk system and time-stamps every write.
Later the CDP engine can create any image of
the volume for any point in time that it was
“recording”, which then can be presented to
any server connected to this pool of CDP disk
storage.
Since CDP solutions continuously capture
any updates (changes), the application never
needs to be interrupted to accommodate a
backup application. When data corruption
occurs and the data needs to be restored, IT
administrators can request an image of the data
that was written seconds prior to the corruption. RTO 1 is reduced to the time required to
mount the image and restart the application.
RPO 2 is reduced to any updates recorded
between the time corruption entered the system
and the time of the restored image.
Applications That Require CDP
Should all applications be protected by
CDP solutions? Absolutely not! In the days of
tape-only backups, there was only one data
protection method to protect every application.
Now we have several different choices – tapebased, disk-based, and CDP - each delivering
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different RPO and RTO objectives.
Today, enterprises run many different types
of applications. Mission-critical applications
such as internet-based commerce applications,
email, or customer support applications, are
updated frequently and must be available all of
the time. These types of applications must be
able to recover quickly when problems arise.
Extended outages of mission-critical applications can cost companies thousands of dollars
(or more) in lost revenue and customers. These
applications benefit from CDP solutions.
Other applications, such as accounts payable,
payroll, and human resources, may only have
to be available during prime shift or may not
have to be updated frequently. Here, more
traditional data protection solutions, such as
tape-based or disk-based copies, can meet RTO
and RPO objectives. Simply put, each class
of application should be matched to the
right level of data protection.
CDP should not be considered a replacement for existing data protection processes but
a complement to them. CDP works with
existing backup processes to provide local data
protection but does not protect against a data
center outage. A CDP image may be used as
the source for an existing backup process. This
backup copy can then be transmitted offsite for
disaster recovery purposes.

The Need for Application Awareness
Pure block-based CDP solutions protect
applications without any understanding of
application objects (e.g. files, records) or
application processes (e.g. file delete in a file
system, transactions in a database, etc.) – they
just track block-level changes. Because writeorder fidelity is maintained, a recoverable
image can be presented at any point in time.
It is important to note, however, the distinction between crash consistent and transaction consistent images.
Let’s take an
example from the database world.
If a database server crashes unexpectedly,
transactions are in mid flight. Data will be in
both the data volumes and the log volumes.
On restart, the database must interpret this data
to produce a reliable data state. The data state
presented to the database on restart by the
CDP-generated image is said to be crash
consistent.
On the other hand, if a database is shut
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down in an orderly manner, data from the log
volumes is purged as data is written to disk.
All transactions in flight are allowed to
complete and are also written to disk. This is a
transaction consistent state, and you will note
that there is no data in the log volumes that
must be interpreted to complete a reliable
recovery.
Attempting to restart a crash tolerant application (e.g. journaling file system, database)
from either type of image will result in a
reliable recovery, but recovery from a crash
consistent image is likely to take longer. The
following example shows the shortcomings of
some block-based CDP solutions that only
support crash consistent images.
Do I Feel Lucky?
Let’s assume that a database system, which
is protected by a block-based CDP product, is
accidentally corrupted at approximately 11
a.m. in the morning. The IT administrator
wants to restore the database to a point prior to
the corruption. Since the database is protected
continuously, there are many different timebased images from which to choose. So, which
one is the right one? Is it the image from
10:59 a.m., or 10:58 a.m. or 10:30 a.m.?
Do you remember the scene in the Dirty
Harry movie when Clint Eastwood asks:

You’ve got to ask yourself one question:
Do I feel lucky?
Administrators should not have to ask themselves “how lucky do I feel” when recovering
data. But many do.
The administrator chooses the image from
10:58 AM and mounts that image to the
application. The recovery process is not yet
complete. Since transactions span multiple
blocks, it is very likely that the administrator
will choose an image with partial, or incomplete, transaction data. After mounting the
chosen point in time image to the application,
the application must now check the database
and back out any partial transactions; this takes
valuable recovery time. In fact, it can take a
great deal of time mounting versions from
different time periods, backing out incomplete
transactions only to determine that the
corruption still exists in those versions. Some
CDP vendors have a remedy for this haphazard
approach to data recovery – application aware
CDP.
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Application-Aware CDP
Application-aware CDP allows customers
to annotate the recovery timeline (which
includes all possible crash consistent points)
with markers indicating transaction consistent
points. For example, a DBA may perform a
database checkpoint, putting the database into a
transaction consistent state while it is still
online. Administrators can now mark this
point as a transaction consistent (usable) application image. Now, when this image is used to
recover a database, there are no incomplete
transactions to “back out” and recovery is
much quicker. Using event markers is a common way among block-based CDP vendors to
provide awareness of critical process points in
an application’s recovery timeline. Some CDP
vendors allow administrators to implement
policies to periodically generate and mark a
database checkpoint.
This approach gives administrators two
choices - they can recover from very granular,
time-based images or less granular but transaction consistent, images. Creating many
transaction consistent images during the day
has a slight disadvantage. Checkpoints require
the application to stop processing any incoming work for a few minutes, which can
create temporarily elongated response times,
particularly during periods of high database
activity.
Application-Intelligent CDP
The next generation of CDP products eliminates the performance problems of issuing
checkpoints while maintaining application consistency. This next generation is not only
application aware (transaction consistent) but
understands the application structure. We call
this generation of CDP solutions applicationintelligent CDP. Application-Intelligent CDP
requires close integration with the application.
It must understand the structure of the database
and understand where transactions begin and
end. It can then equate its block structure to a
transaction and create numerous consistent
recovery points without quiescing (stopping)
the database. Application-intelligent CDP
solutions are the optimal solution for applications that demand fast recovery times.
Thinking Outside the Box
CDP changes the way IT administrators
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think about backups. They are no longer
forced to recover from scheduled point-in-time
copies but can choose any point in time. CDP
also changes the way IT administrators support
business processes. In fact, CDP lets administrators think outside the box to solve
common business problems.
CDP images can be used in other ways
than protecting data. Consider the following
example.
• The image can be mounted on other servers
to test new versions of applications, providing development personnel with a complete copy of the database for thorough
testing.
• The image can be used to refresh data warehouses more frequently, providing more
current and timely business information.
• Images can also be mounted on other servers to perform compute-intensive data
analysis and queries without affecting the
performance of online applications.
• Images of financial databases can be
mounted to produce reports of the financial
state of the company at a particular month,
week, or quarter.
• Images of third-party software applications
can be used to test new patches or maintenance updates without affecting the
version running in production.
All of this can be accomplished without
scheduling time to create point-in-time copies
and doesn’t require that we determine - in
advance - which point-in-time copies we may
need in the future. Different uses for CDP
images are only limited by our imagination.
In fact, the name Continuous Data Protection
restricts us to thinking about CDP as a data
protection tool. CDP is more than that. It is a
technology that allows us to think differently
about supporting many business processes
without having to periodically create and
maintain many different copies of data.
Maybe a better name would have been
Continuous Access to Data (CAD) or Continuous Images of Data (CID) or even All
Different Views of Data (ADVD).
Bottom Line: CDP is a great technology for
protecting mission critical data. It is an even
better technology for supplying different views
of data to any business process that needs
accurate and timely data.
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Conclusion
There are numerous CDP products available today from both small and large vendors.
Some are integrated with specific applications,
such as Microsoft Exchange, that allow IT
organizations to recover quickly when a virus
infects the email system. Others are more general solutions that can protect many different
applications. IT organizations that are struggling to meet stringent recovery time objectives should consider CDP products.
CDP solutions are ideal for large enterprises with mission-critical applications.
Smaller enterprises can also benefit from specific solutions, such as those that protect
Microsoft Exchange, which allows them to
recover faster when email systems become
corrupted.
CDP provides a new tier of data protection
but should not be viewed as a replacement for
existing backup or disaster recovery processes.
All applications must still be backed up and
copies sent off site for disaster recovery. CDP
changes the way IT administrators support
backup, recovery, and business processes.
Don’t let the name lull you into thinking this is
just a new way to protect data. CDP is a great
new technology to protect mission-critical
data, but it is much more than that. It gives
us flexibility to support
business applications with
images of data created
from any point in time,
when we need it, as often
as we need it.
Is CDP ready for prime
time? Absolutely! It is
also ready for prime-time
thinking.
SM
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